Tonic Studios – Flora Background

Technique: Alcohol Markers Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: around 30 minutes (depends on how fast you color)

STAMPS:
- Tonic Studios Flora Background
- Sentiment: Tonic Studios Summer Florals

INKS:
- Memento Black
- Nuvo Alcohol Markers: Emerald Seas, Pebble Beach and Aquamarine

ACCESSORIES:
- Foam Tape
- Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
- Misti Stamping Tool
- Tim Holtz scissors
- Scor Pal Mini
- Silicone Bone Folder
- Lawn Fawn Shammy & Case
- Simon Says Stamp Treasure Chest Sequins

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
- Neenah Desert Storm 5-1/2 x 8-1/2, score and fold at 4-1/4 – card base
- Scrap for sentiment
- Gold Mirror card stock 3-5/8 x 4-7/8
- Neenah Solar White 80# 3-5/8 x 4-7/8 – card front to color

DIRECTIONS:
1. Use the Misti stamping tool to stamp the images in black onto the white card stock.
2. Color the images with the pens. I used all three colors of the Aquamarine set for the flowers, the light and medium of the browns for the leaves and the light and medium of the Emerald set for the background.
3. Attach the panel on an angle to the mirror gold panel and then use foam tape to attach to the card base.
4. Use the Misti stamping tool to stamp the sentiment onto the small piece of Desert Storm and use foam tape to attach it to the bottom right corner of the card.
5. Add a sprinkle of gold sequins to the card front to help pull the gold into the image.
6. Clean stamps with the shammy.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
Memento TUXEDO BLACK INK PAD Full...

Tsukineko - Memento - Fade Resistant...

Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE COMFORT...

EK Success CRAFT TWEEZERS Precision...

Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY Scoring...

MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...

MISTI SUPER MAGNETS Disc mistism

Simon Says Stamp SMALL TEFLOW BONE...

Lawn Fawn STAMP SHAMMY Cleaner LF1045

Lawn Fawn STARRY STAMP SHAMMY CASE...

Beadsmith MAGICAL TRAY For...

Crystal Ninja CRYSTAL KATANA Mixed...
Simon Says Stamp Sequins
TREASURE...
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